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Abstract
Enterprises often own large collections of structured data in the form of large databases or an enterprise
data lake. Such data collections come with limited metadata and strict access policies that could limit
access to the data contents and, therefore, limit the application of classic retrieval and analysis solutions.
As a result, there is a need for solutions that can effectively utilize the available metadata. In this
paper, we study the problem of matching table metadata to a business glossary containing data labels
and descriptions. The resulting matching enables the use of an available or curated business glossary
for retrieval and analysis without or before requesting access to the data contents. One solution to
this problem is to use manually-defined rules or similarity measures on column names and glossary
descriptions (or their vector embeddings) to find the closest match. However, such approaches need to be
tuned through manual labeling and cannot handle many business glossaries that contain a combination
of simple as well as complex and long descriptions. In this work, we leverage the power of large language
models (LLMs) to design generic matching methods that do not require manual tuning and can identify
complex relations between column names and glossaries. We propose methods that utilize LLMs in
two ways: a) by generating additional context for column names that can aid with matching and b) by
using LLMs to directly infer if there is a relation between column names and glossary descriptions. Our
preliminary experimental results show the effectiveness of our proposed methods.

1. Introduction

Large collections of structured tabular data that businesses possess can be invaluable resources
for various analytic tasks. Traditionally, such data collections are gathered in large databases
or data warehouses, along with mechanisms of collecting and maintaining metadata with
well-curated schemas, data catalogs, or master data as a part of a master data management
solution. In practice, the overhead of maintaining accurate metadata may be prohibitively
difficult and expensive. More recently, enterprises are moving toward collecting all their data
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Column Header (Context - other column headers)

c_code (context: prod_id, price, c_code)

exg_rate (context: cust_id, country, price, exg_rate)

currency (context: txn_id, price, currency, exg_rate)

amount (context: contract_id, amount, currency)

paid (context: penalty, paid, remaining, currency)

Label ID (FIBO Ontology URI) Description

currency 
identifier fibo:CurrencyIdentifier sequence of characters representing some currency

exchange rate fibo:ExchangeRate rate at which one currency can be exchanged for another

has currency fibo:hasCurrency specifies the medium of exchange value in which 
something, such as a monetary amount is denominated

has amount fibo:hasAmount total number or quantity

?

Table Column Metadata Business Glossary

@prefix fibo: https://spec.edmcouncil.org/fibo/ontology/FND/Accounting/CurrencyAmount/

Figure 1: Example column headers and their associated business glossary terms

in data lakes without any requirements or strict enforcement of metadata availability or quality.
As a result, there is a need for solutions that can effectively use limited metadata, such as
column headers, and automatically generate useful metadata. Most organizations maintain
some business glossary [1] with a set of concepts that are relevant to the business processes. If
table columns can be annotated with business glossary terms, it helps downstream tasks such
as data discovery, data integration, or performing advanced analytics.

The task of mapping table columns to a business glossary is similar to the task of annotating
a table column with an ontology concept, which is referred to as the Column Type Annotation
(CTA) task [2]. However, to our knowledge, prior work has not considered further restricting
the task to using only the table metadata (table name and column headers) and business glossary
containing labels and descriptions only. The problem we study in this paper is inspired by our
ongoing work on implementing an automated semantic layer for enterprise data lakes [3, 4],
and has the following characteristics: 1) we do not have access to data contents due to access
restrictions common in enterprise data lakes; 2) we have tabular data with no metadata other
than column headers, which is a result of large data imports from highly heterogeneous sources
or automated table extraction pipelines; and 3) there is no or very little training data, as the
process of manually labeling table columns with business glossary terms is laborious and
requires domain expertise. Figure 1 shows a few example column headers along with their
context (other column headers in the same table) and their associated business glossary terms.

In the absence of rich metadata and an ontology, the matching process can only rely on the
header labels and glossary labels and descriptions. Essentially, the problem becomes a string
or text similarity matching problem. Prior work has studied various flavors of such matching
methods for record matching in databases [5, 6] as well as ontology alignment [7]. Such methods
rely on either syntacticmatchingmethods, which rely on common tokens and substrings between
the terms that should be matched, or semantic matching methods, which rely on the availability
of a dictionary of terms along with lists of related terms such as synonyms, hypernyms, and
hyponyms. In our setup, we often need to match terms with very little syntactic similarity, and
we do not have access to a dictionary that could enable semantic matching. Column headers in
tabular data are often cryptic terms, and business glossaries use terminology very specific to
a particular enterprise. More recent work has proposed the use of vector representations of
terms in the form of embeddings [8]; however, such methods require domain-specific training
data and tuning.

In this paper, we propose a novel matching solution that relies on the power of Large Language
Models (LLMs) to enable the matching of table columns with glossaries when column headers
are not very descriptive, and glossary terms do not have a close syntactic similarity to the
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column headers, and little or no training data is available. In what follows, we first discuss
related work. We then present the problem description, and then we present the details of our
solution. In section 5, we present the results of our experiments using real-world enterprise
data and business glossaries. We end the paper by outlining several lessons learned and avenues
for future work.

2. Related Work

A core problem in semantic table understanding [9] is column type annotation, i.e., annotating
table columns with a type from an ontology, which enables many business intelligence tasks
such as semantic retrieval, data exploration, and knowledge discovery. SemTab challenge [2],
which aims at benchmarking systems dealing with the tabular data to KG matching problem,
provides several datasets in which the column type annotation task can be evaluated. In the
SemTab challenge, this task is formulated as an unsupervised task where participating systems
are not given training data.

Column type annotations using table data MTab [10], JenTab [11], and DAGOBAH [12],
are examples of the systems that participated in the SemTab challenge comprising three KG
matching tasks, namely, cell to KG entity (CEA task), column to KG class (CTA task), and
column pair to KG property (CPA task). As these systems typically solve the three tasks in a
joint manner, they follow a pipeline architecture. The first step links cell mentions to entities
within the target ontology. The second step predicts the most likely type for the query column
based on the linking results. MTab and DAGOBAH also use additional information from the
graph, such as entity relations, to improve cell linking accuracy. It is a requirement for these
systems to have cell values that can be mapped to KG entities, which might not be the case in
most industry tables.

Column type annotations with only using metadata The problem setup that is studied
in this paper differs from the traditional column type annotation task. In our setup, the system
that is performing the matching between the table column and glossary concepts will only
have access to the table metadata (i.e., table name and column headers) but not the actual
table data (i.e., cell values). This problem setup has similarities with the ontology matching
methods that rely purely on string similarity measures. String similarity measures have been
studied extensively for various matching tasks, including in ontology alignment [7]. Syntactic
measures of similarity measure how close two strings are based on measuring the overlap
between tokens or substrings in two strings or measures based on the number of character edit
operations that can transform one string to another. Examples of suchmethods are edit similarity
and Jaro-Winkler [13]. While such approaches have shown very promising performance in
various matching tasks, they are inherently not capable of differentiating between strings that
are syntactically very similar but semantically dissimilar. Classic semantic measures rely on
resources such as WordNet [14] containing related terms. The application of those methods
is limited to when such resources are available. More recently, methods that rely on vector
representations for semantic similarity have shown superior performance in various tasks.
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Initial approaches relied on word2vec [15], which can handle semantic matching between words
and short phrases. More recently, word embeddings [16, 17] and sentence embeddings [8]
have shown promising performance in semantic textual similarity tasks. As we will show in
our experiments, business glossaries often have very similar labels and descriptions that these
sentence transformer-based approaches alone cannot effectively differentiate between.

3. Preliminaries

3.1. Problem Setup

We assume a setting in which we have only superficial tabular metadata corresponding to a
table in the form of a list of 𝑛 metadata fields, say 𝑀 = {(𝑀𝑖)𝑛𝑖=1}. In practice, this list could
contain a main column name of interest that must be matched with the correct business concept
in a glossary, along with the other column names in the table under question. We also assume
access to a business glossary that consists of 𝑚 glossary items 𝒢 = {(𝑙𝑗, 𝑑𝑗)}𝑚𝑗=1. Here, 𝑙𝑗 and
𝑑𝑗∀𝑗 ∈ [1, 𝑚] represent respectively the label and description of the 𝑗 𝑡ℎ glossary item. For example,
the glossary could be a list of tuples containing labels and descriptions of various business
concepts. Given such superficial metadata 𝑀, the task is to find its closest glossary item match.

In this paper, we consider a relaxed version of the glossary matching problem, where the task
is to select 𝑘 glossary items for any given metadata 𝑀 such that it maximizes the probability of
Hit@k for any given 𝑀. A Hit@k for a given metadata represents a Boolean variable that
takes the value one if the selected 𝑘 glossary items contain the closest match of the metadata
and zero otherwise. Finally, we also assume that we have a human feedback bank available
in the form of 𝑙 tuples ℋ = {(𝑀𝑘, 𝐺𝑘)𝑙𝑘=1} where 𝑀𝑘 represents some metadata and 𝐺𝑘 ∈ 𝒢
represents the correct glossary match. We will use the human feedback bank ℋ to construct
task demonstrations for the In-Context Learning approach described in the next section.

3.2. Large Language Models

Recent work [18, 19, 20, 21, 22] has demonstrated that Large Language Models (LLMs) perform
extraordinarily well on instruction-based tasks as long as these tasks can be represented in
natural language. LLMs are transformer models with billions of parameters, trained on large data
corpora and fine-tuned on instructions-based tasks, including classification tasks, generation
tasks, and question-answering tasks. An LLM takes as input a prompt containing the description
of the task along with additional context represented using natural language and outputs the
results of the task in natural language. In this work, we leverage LLMs, specifically, Flan-t5-
models [23] to obtain more accurate metadata for business glossary matching. Since LLMs have
been trained on large data corpora, they can identify complex relations and patterns between
different objects in natural language and, thereby, can be used to obtain more accurate matching.

3.3. In-Context Learning

Fine-tuning LLMs for new tasks or datasets is often computationally expensive and requires large
amounts of data, which is often not feasible. A common approach to evade this is by appending
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question: column name: customer numeric. , other column names: customer id , full name , customer status , customer status product , customer status reason , description , basic data 
incomplete , residence area id. , column description:
answer: specifies the unique identification of the customer. [SEP]
question: column name: communication status. , other column names: cost amount , employee id , customer id , communication id , planned end date , planned start date , actual start 
date , actual end date , communications version anchor. , column description:
answer: a term that distinguishes between communications according to the status of the lifecycle; for example, a communication may be awaiting further information, closed or open. 
[SEP]
question: column name: customer status. , other column names: industry code , customer tenure range , customer active tenure range , staff turnover range , legal form , staffing 
structure , purpose , franchised , customer status tenure range , organization customer profile id , customer market segment , location country , introduction. , column description:
answer:

Figure 2: Example prompt for tuned and pre-tuned Flan-t5 models used in MDG-MICL (2-shots)
method.

one (one-shot) or multiple (multi-shot) demonstrations of the task in natural language to the
prompt. This is commonly known as the One-shot or Multi-shot In-Context Learning (ICL) or
In-Context Prompting method [24]. Figure 2 shows an example of multi-shot in-context learning
on a classification task. In-context learning is known to have worked well for several new
problems in the prior literature. This work uses the human feedback bank to generate relevant
demonstrations for in-context learning. We conjecture that ICL, with good demonstrations, can
improve the performance of the glossary matching task without additional fine-tuning.

4. Methodology

We propose two different classes of methods a) Metadata Description to Glossary Matching
(MDGM) and b) Direct Metadata to Glossary Matching (DMGM) that retrieve a set of 𝑘 glossary
items for any given metadata, i.e., it contains the glossary match with high probability. In
MDGM methods, we use the Large Language Models to obtain a metadata description and use
the description to retrieve 𝑘 glossary items that are most similar to the given description in
some latent space. On the other hand, in the DMGM methods, we use LLMs to directly match
metadata to business glossaries. More specifically, we treat the metadata to glossary matching
problem as either a Boolean or a Multi-class classification problem. We design prompts to LLMs
to directly infer which glossary items are potential descriptions of the metadata and choose
the top-𝑘 glossary items most likely to be the description of the given metadata. Although
MDGM methods seem like an indirect approach to glossary matching, they can be useful when
the glossary constantly changes during test time, and direct inference over large glossaries is
expensive. We show in section 5.2 that MDGM methods tend to outperform DMGM methods.

4.1. Column Description to Glossary Matching

We now describe various techniques we propose for generating descriptions of metadata for
the metadata to business glossary matching problem.

4.1.1. Metadata Description Generation via Multi-Shot In-Context Learning
(MDG-MICL)

Since LLMs are trained on large data corpora, they can generate good descriptions of any
concept they may have seen during the training period. In this method, we leverage this
knowledge of LLM to generate descriptions of the given metadata. We construct a special
prompt instructing the LLM to generate a metadata description. Further, we use ICL to improve
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We have a database table with columns: industry code, customer tenure range, customer active tenure range, staff turnover range, legal form, staffing structure, purpose, franchised, 
customer status tenure range, customer status, organization customer profile id, customer market segment, customer profitability segment, revenue range, profit after tax range, amount 
owed range, age range, preferred payment method, debit credit status, spoken language, location country, introduction.
Answer this question, making sure that the answer is supposed by the text: Is "A term that distinguishes between Involved Party / Location Relationships according to the specific 
importance of the address in relation to conducting business with Involved Parties." a description of "importance level"?

yes,no

Figure 3: Example prompt for tuned Flan-T5-XL and pre-tuned Flan-T5-XXL models used in MDG-Cl
method.

the quality and control the format of the description generated by the LLM. Figure 2 shows an
example of the ICL prompt used for this task with tuned Flan-T5-XL and Flan-T5-XXL models.
To construct demonstrations for ICL, we proceed as follows. Using the Sentence-BERT (SBERT)
sentence embeddings [8], we first generate sentence embeddings of the metadata and all the
descriptions corresponding to the glossary items in the human-feedback bank, ℋ. We use the
cosine similarity metric to find 𝑒 glossary item descriptions from ℋ closest to the metadata in
the SBERT sentence embedding space. We construct demonstrations from these 𝑒 glossary items
in ℋ, and append them to the prompt, in response to which the LLM generates a description.
We obtain the final description by appending the table name and metadata to the LLM-generated
description. We embed this description using SBERT and obtain the top-𝑘 glossary items by
computing the cosine similarity metric between this embedding and the sentence embeddings
of all the glossary item descriptions. The procedure of computing top-𝑘 glossary items from
the glossary set 𝒢 for a given metadata description using the SBERT sentence embeddings and
cosine similarity metric is used in several subsequent methods; for the sake of brevity, we will
here on refer to this procedure as the SBERT 𝑘−nearest neighbors method.

4.1.2. Metadata Description Generation via Classification (MDG-Cl)

As discussed in section 3, LLMs can also identify complex relations between various concepts
in natural language. Therefore, in this method, we leverage LLMs to directly select the best
description from the set of glossary descriptions in 𝒢 using a classification-based technique.

Specifically, for a given metadata and glossary set 𝒢, we construct a binary classification
prompt against each glossary item in the set 𝒢, that queries the LLM on whether the given
glossary item is a potential description of the metadata. Figure 2 shows an example of the
classification prompt used for this task. Note that when the glossary set 𝒢 is too large, it may
result in high inference costs. We can mitigate these high costs by first shortlisting the top
𝑘1, (𝑘1 > 𝑘) glossary item from the glossary set 𝒢 using the SBERT 𝑘−nearest neighbors method
before proceeding with the classification prompts.

The final description of the metadata corresponds to the glossary description for which the
classification response was positive with the highest log probability score of the classification
task, appended to the table name and the metadata itself. If no such glossary item exists, we
use the metadata itself as the description. Once the metadata description is generated, we select
the top-𝑘 glossary items from the glossary set 𝒢 using SBERT 𝑘−nearest neighbors described in
the MDG-MICL method.
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The main column name in the table is "customer status" and the other column names are industry code, customer tenure range, customer active tenure range, residence area id.

Based on the above text, what is the best description of "customer status" from the following choices?

1. Customer Performance Status : A term that distinguishes between Customers according to the degree to which the Customer is judged to be performing or non-performing. The 
formula for deriving this judgment will be client-specific, but factors which could be taken into account include: the Customer Credit Risk Rating, the Customer Non-Performing Loan 
Status, the balance of the Customer's non-performing loans compared to the Customer Funds Under Management, the various risk-related classifications of the Customer's Finance 
Service Arrangements, etc.
2. Customer Relationship Life Cycle Status : A term that distinguishes between Customers according to the specific life cycle state in which the Customer relationship exists.
3. Customer Relationship Review : Identifies a Status Review for the purposes of meeting with the Customer to enhance the customer relationship.
4. Status Review : Identifies a Business Activity in which the status of an item is reviewed to determine if it is still valid; for example; confirmation of bankruptcy status of an Individual.
5. None of the above

Figure 4: Prompt for Flan-T5-XL and pre-tuned Flan-T5-XXL models used in MDG-MCQA method.

4.1.3. Metadata Description Generation via Multiple Choice Question Answering
(MDG-MCQA)

An alternative way of generating descriptions is by using a Multiple Choice Question Answer
(MCQA) prompt (see Figure 4) that instructs the LLM to choose the best description of the
metadata amongst the descriptions of selected glossary items. Although this may seem counter-
intuitive, we observe in our experiments that using the description of the selected glossary item
to find the top-𝑘 glossary items instead of simply returning the glossary item corresponding to
the selected description results in a higher Hit@5. Similar to previous methods, we shortlist the
top 𝑘1(𝑘1 > 𝑘) glossary items that are closest to the metadata in sentence-embedding space and
use them as choices in our Multiple Choice Question Answer prompt. We also add “None of
the above” to the list of choices in the MCQA prompt. Finally, we append the metadata and
the table name to the description of the LLM-selected glossary item and use it to find the top-𝑘
glossary items using the SBERT 𝑘−nearest neighbors method. Note that when the LLM selects
the “None of the above” option, we use the metadata itself as the description.

4.2. Direct Metadata to Glossary Matching

4.2.1. Direct Inference via Classification (DI-Cl)

This method is a variant of the MDG-Cl method that uses LLM to directly select the top-𝑘
glossary items for any given metadata without generating a description of the metadata. Similar
to previous methods, we shortlist the top 𝑘1 (𝑘1 > 𝑘) glossary items closest to the metadata in the
sentence-embedding space. For each of these glossary items, we construct binary classification
prompts that query the LLM on whether the description of the glossary item matches the
metadata. An example prompt is shown in Figure 5. Among all glossary items with positive
responses, the top-𝑘 glossary items with the highest log probability scores are selected. It is
important to note that this method may return less than 𝑘 glossary items. Such missing items
are assumed to be incorrect matches while computing the Hit@k metric.

4.2.2. Direct Inference via Multiple Choice Question Answering (DI-MCQA)

We consider another variation of the MDG-MCQA method that computes a single best match
of the given metadata without generating a description of the metadata. In this method, we
follow the same procedure as MDG-MCQA to construct Multi-Choice Classification prompts,
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Is "The text value of the Alternative Identifier of the Communication." a description of the column name: "importance level"?
yes,no
Answer: no

Question: Is "The text value of the Alternative Identifier of the Communication." a description of the column name: "communication reference numeric"?
yes,no
Answer: yes

Question: Is "Identifies a Hierarchy Level that is on the bottom of the hierarchy." a description of the column name: "importance level"?
yes,no
Answer:

Figure 5: Example prompt for all pre-tuned and tuned Flan-t5 models used in DI-Cl method.

We have a database table with columns: industry code, customer tenure range, customer active tenure range, staff turnover range, legal form, staffing structure, purpose, franchised, 
customer status tenure range.

What is the correct description of "importance level"?

Choose the best answer to the above question from the following choices:

1. Customer Importance Rating : Identifies a Rating Scale that represents the degree to which a customer should be given special treatment.
2. Priority Rating : Identifies a Rating Scale that is used to represent the priority or importance of one object over another one; for example, the bank's vaults are more important that 
company chairs (RI priority), serving a VIP customer is more important than a daily status meeting, etc.
3. Involved Party Hierarchy Level : Indicates the level of the Involved Party in the Hierarchy.
4. Education Level Criterion : Identifies an Individual Criterion according to the amount of formal training attained by the individual.
5. None of the above

Figure 6: Example prompt for Flan-T5-XL and pre-tuned Flan-T5-XXL models used in DI-MCQAmethod.

as shown in Figure 6, and return the glossary item corresponding to the description selected by
the LLM. Since this method always returns a single glossary item, we will assume that the 𝑘 − 1
missing glossary items are incorrect matches while computing the Hit@k metric.

5. Experiments

In this section, we empirically evaluate and compare the performance of all the MDGM and
DMGM methods proposed in section 4. Specifically, we investigate the following two questions
a) Which of the proposed methods: MDG-MICL (0-shot, 1-shot, 2-shots), MDG-Cl, MDG-MCQA,
DI-Cl, and DI-MCQA, best leverage LLM in solving the metadata to glossary matching task,
and b) is it possible to obtain more accurate matching, i.e., higher Hit@5 and Hit@1 using
LLMs than using basic similarity-score based matching methods? Our preliminary results show
that LLMs are indeed effective in improving glossary matching accuracy.

5.1. Experimental setup

In all our experiments, the metadata consists of the column name of interest and the other
column names in the table. The glossary is a list of tuples where each tuple consists of a label
and a description of the label. Multiple column names may be matched to the same label.
Furthermore, the label of the matched glossary item for each column name may not coincide
with the column name. We evaluate our methods on the Flan-T5-XL, Flan-T5-XXL [25, 23], and
a Flan-T5-XL model that we fine-tune on the training dataset using the supervised fine-tuning
method for LLMs [26]. For each method and LLM model, we experiment with 4-6 different
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prompt templates. However, due to lack of space, we only provide examples of the prompt
templates that achieved the highest hit@5 rate (2,3,4,5,6).

We use the all-mpnet-base-v2 SBERT model from the sentence-transformers library[8]
in all experiments. We evaluate each method based on their Hit@5 and Hit@1, i.e., the
empirical mean of Hit@5 and Hit@1 computed on the test dataset. These measures were
chosen to reflect our goal of having the correct glossary item as the top or within the top
5 glossary items returned to the user on a GUI [4]. We compare these scores against ones
produced by a baseline, which computes the top-𝑘 glossary items based on the cosine similarity
of the sentence embedding between the column name and the descriptions in the glossary.

MDE Dataset The MDE Dataset is an IBM-internal benchmark developed by annotating the
column names of the “Customer Insight” example DB of “IBM InfoSphere Warehouse Pack” [27]
with the glossary terms from the IBMKnowledge to fine-tune Financial Services (IBMKAFS) [28]
glossary. The db consists of 26 tables with 688 columns. The column names contain cryptic
codes and abbreviations to reflect realistic tables commonly seen in client engagements. IBM
KAFS contains 9,137 business terms with their labels and descriptions. Out of 688 columns,
488 have suitable matching terms in the glossary, and the rest are annotated as null mappings
and ignored in the evaluation. We split the mappings into train, test, and demonstration
splits with 208, 212, and 68 columns, respectively. These splits contain tuples of the form
(𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑛_𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟_𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑛_𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑠, 𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑟𝑦_𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚). The training, test, and demonstration splits
are used to fine-tune the LLM model, evaluate the method, and as a proxy for human feedback.

5.2. Experimental Results

Table 1 shows the Hit@5 and Hit@1 rates achieved by different methods on the MDE dataset
with different LLM models. As expected, the Hit@5 rate increases with the number of demon-
strations in the MDG-MICL method. This result suggests that it may be beneficial to use
in-context learning whenever demonstrations are readily available. However, we do not observe
a similar trend for Hit@1 rate. We believe this is due to the difficulty of matching metadata
to a single glossary item when multiple glossary items have similar descriptions. Overall,
MDG-MICL achieves the highest Hit@5 and Hit@1 scores and significantly outperforms the
baseline method when two demonstrations are provided in the prompt. Meanwhile, we observe
that the DI-Cl and DI-MCQA methods achieve the worst Hit@5 rates. We conjecture that this
may be due to the underlying biases of LLMs towards certain class labels in classification and
question-answering tasks as observed in prior works [29, 30]. These biases can be corrected
using various calibration techniques [29, 30], which we leave for future work. It is also important
to note that the DI-MCQA method selects a single best glossary match and, thus, more likely
fails to select the correct item when multiple glossary items have similar descriptions. These
preliminary results indicate that LLMs alone may not improve the matching accuracy. Finally,
although MDG-Cl and MDG-MCQA use the same classification prompt and Multiple Choice
Question Answer prompts as DI-Cl and DI-MCQA, they achieve higher Hit@5 and Hit@1
than the latter methods. We believe that this is because these methods select glossary items
whose descriptions are similar to the closest glossary match and, thus, tend to perform better.
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Methods
Flan-T5-XL Flan-T5-XXL Tuned Flan-T5-XL

Hit@1 Hit@5 Hit@1 Hit@5 Hit@1 Hit@5

Baseline Method 0.4575 0.7406 0.4575 0.7406 0.4575 0.7406
MDG-MICL (0-shot) 0.5 0.7877 0.4858 0.7689 0.4434 0.7594
MDG-MICL (1-shot) 0.4764 0.7972 0.4953 0.8113 0.467 0.75
MDG-MICL (2-shots) 0.5047 0.8133 0.4858 0.816 0.5 0.7877
MDG-Cl 0.434 0.7453 0.5 0.7642 0.4575 0.7547
MDG-MCQA 0.5708 0.7547 0.5755 0.7453 0.5753 0.7642
DI-Cl 0.3585 0.4717 0.4811 0.6934 0.3632 0.4953
DI-MCQA 0.5519 0.5519 0.5708 0.5708 0.5519 0.5519

Table 1
This table shows the Hit@5 and Hit@1 scores achieved by the Baseline, MDG-MICL (0,1,2)-shots,
MDG-Cl, MDG-MCQA, DI-Cl and DI-MCQA methods on Flan-T5-XL, Flan-T5-XXL and Tuned Flan-T5-
XL models. The highlighted numbers indicate that the corresponding methods have outperformed the
baseline method in terms of the Hit@5/Hit@1 value. MDG-MICL consistently achieves the highest
Hit@5 and Hit@1, whereas DI-Cl and DI-MCQA have the worst Hit@5.

6. Discussion and Future work

This paper proposes two different classes of methods, i.e., MDGM and DMGM, that leverage
LLMs for solving the metadata to glossary matching problem. MDGM methods use LLMs to
generate good metadata descriptions, which we couple with similarity-based metrics for more
refined matches. This class of methods is necessary when the glossary is likely to change
during test time frequently, and repeated inferences are expensive. The second class of methods
(DMGM) utilizes LLMs to infer which glossary items are potential matches directly. These
methods are helpful when the metadata is too complex and there is a significant difference
between the description of the metadata and that of its closest glossary match. Althoughwe have
shown that many of these methods can potentially obtain more accurate glossary matching, we
can further improve them in several ways. Our experiments show that DMGMmethods perform
poorly compared to MDGMmethods. This may be due to the undesirable biases towards specific
class labels that LLMs learned during training. One approach to mitigating these biases is using
various calibration techniques [29, 30]. Providing several positive and negative demonstrations
in the classification and multiple-choice question-answer prompts may also help mitigate LLMs’
default biases [24]. We can further improve the MDGM methods that generate descriptions of
metadata by constraining LLMs to sample words mainly from the glossary or providing LLMs
with the top-𝑘 glossary items and prompting LLMs to generate descriptions similar to those of
the glossary items. This can be achieved by using the Constrained Beam Search algorithm [31]
or simply manipulating the output distribution of LLMs before sampling such that it assigns
higher weights to words from the glossary. It may also be helpful to use various prompt-tuning
and prompt-editing methods [32] to further improve the efficiency of the prompts used with
LLMs. Although these directions remain intriguing, they warrant more in-depth empirical
study, which we leave for future work.
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